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niantic actor akshay kumar who is popular for his brawny physique was born in dehradun, uttarakhand on august 24, 1971. he is the only son of meena kumar and yadav shri nimesh kumar. kumar is a known film and television actor and producer, known for films such as ghayal, khiladiyon ka khiladi , dangal, that's handmade, balwinder singh (kashmiri) billu barber . early
on in his career, kumar made an appearance as a stunt performer in the film khiladiyon ka khiladi in 1996. in 2013, kumar announced that he would quit acting altogether. however, kumar re-appeared in the movie dangal for the third time in 2016 and he also performed stunts for the movie. it is a 1996 bollywood action thriller film starring akshay kumar, rekha and neha
dhupia in the lead roles. it is the fourth installment in the khiladi (film series) and is directed by k.raghavendra rao. the film was both critically & commercially successful and gave the actor his first big hit. he had played different roles ranging from the tomboyish diva priya to the doting husband in the film. besides, it also gave him his first critical success as a director with
the film receiving the national film award for best direction. he went on to direct three more films after khiladiyon ka khiladi, dushman, jhoot bole toh aap govind gupta aur insaan hai waqt – virumbhai agarwal, pyar toh ke haseena. with this milestone coming to an end, khiladiyon ka khiladi has become one of the cult films. akshay kumar will be bringing his act-t-act to fans
across the world on june 14 when it completes 25 years since its release. the film has won several awards including, national film award for best direction for its director, umesh mehra. this film is among the 10 big hits which were released in the period from 1991-2005 and continues to remain an iconic film.
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p.s: i found the hindi version to be far superior to the english dubbed version. there are a few lines or dialogues in english that sound completely unnatural, some of which sound like the girl is repeating a line to her mother or grandmother! some of the action sequences are also done in english, and i didnt understand anything that was being said! this is a language that i am
not familiar with, and i have no problems with the actors speaking it, but i would have preferred it if it was just dubbed!one of the best things about this film is the music. it fits every action sequence perfectly, from the motorcycle chase sequence, to the car chase in the beginning of the film. when the song gets on my playlist, i just find myself listening to it repeatedly.keshu
ramsay is a well known composer in bollywood, and this is his debut as a music director. his music is varied - there are upbeat songs, romantic songs, action numbers, slow numbers, some of which blend together and create a well rounded album. he should definitely stick to composing action songs, because the rest of his music is just bland and boring. directed by umesh

mehra, this film has the basic elements of an action drama. that being said, the film doesnt ever seem to get out of this rut. it is interesting to watch, but the film never evolves and simply remains in this formula. even the stunts are done in the same way every time. there is little variation in the plot either, as the story is full of twists, turns, and surprises, but you can pretty
much predict them all, and the film doesnt really seem to be concerned with surprise.the khiladi franchise is considered a classic in bollywood, and i must say that i agree with that assessment. the makers of the earlier films stuck to a formula which was a little different every time and they did a fine job. the creators of the newer films have tried to do the same, but it seems
to be a little too predictable, and doesnt really have any depth, hence the low rating on imdb. the stunts are fun to watch, and the cast is well known and liked for their comedy and acting skills. the songs are good, and i like the use of sanskari in some of them. the special effects are a little over the top, but most of them are still entertaining. the only thing that disappoints
me about this film is the lack of a female lead. akshay is good in the lead role, but we dont ever get to see rekha or raveena tandon in this film. i know this doesnt make the film any less watchable, but i would have liked to have seen those two ladies kicking some ass in the film. when i watched the english dubbed version of this film, i didnt understand anything that was
being said, and that is a bit of a letdown for a khiladi film!i would definitely recommend this to khiladi fans, and i can promise that you will still have fun watching this film, but i do not think it is worth seeing outside of that. if you liked the earlier films, then you will definitely like this, but the newer films are not quite as good, but they are better than the english dubbed

version! 5ec8ef588b
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